We report the discovery of a probable dwarf galaxy colliding with NGC 1232. This collision is visible only in the X-ray spectral band, and it is creating a region of shocked gas with a temperature of 5.8 MK covering an impact area 7.25 kpc in diameter. The X-ray luminosity is 3.7 x10 38 ergs s -1 . The long lifetime of this gas against radiative and adiabatic cooling should permit the use of the luminous afterglow from such collisions to be used as a way of estimating their importance in galaxy evolution.
Introduction
The SAB(rc)c galaxy NGC 1232 is a nearly face-on spiral covering about 6.7' by 7.8' on the sky at a distance of 18.7 Mpc 1 with low foreground X-ray absorption, making it an ideal galaxy for study by the Chandra X-ray Observatory ACIS-I 2 array. The ACIS-I array encompasses an area of 16.9' by 16.9'. There is a smaller galaxy, NGC 1232A, that lies 4.07' to the southeast of NGC 1232, having a recessional velocity of 6599 km/s at an estimated distance of 2.4 Mpc farther away than NGC 1232 is. It is not likely to be currently interacting with NGC 1232. Both galaxies may be associated with the Eridanus group of galaxies, sometimes referred to as a galaxy cluster or group of groups (Willmer, et al. 1989 ), but at a projected distance of 2.2 Mpc from the center of the low mass cluster, neither are likely to be bound to the cluster. At this large projected distance there is no X-ray emission expected from the cluster or group based on observations of other clusters and groups (Miller et al. 2012) . The density of any gas associated with the cluster must be extremely low (<10 -4 cm -3 ) and incapable of affecting the gas in an individual large spiral galaxy.
No previous Chandra observation of NGC 1232 has been made. An initial observation of 100ks was proposed, that reaches a limiting luminosity of 2 x 10 37 ergs/s and should provide over 100 X-ray sources for study if the source population is typical (Prestwich et al 2009) . The purpose of the initial study was to classify the X-ray sources based on X-ray colors, to search for time variability and to study the diffuse X-ray emission. The source studies are still ongoing, but in examining the diffuse emission an unusual pattern of emission was discovered, that is presented in the following paper.
It appears that an enormous cloud of gas is colliding with the nearly face-on spiral galaxy NGC1232. The impact is creating a region of shocked hot gas with a temperature of about 5.8 MK. The smoothed image of the collision is shown in Figure 1a and 1b and reveals a cloud with a cometary appearance sweeping across the galaxy and possibly colliding with the disk. The center of the collision is about 4.3 kpc from the center of NGC 1232. The collision region is very large, with a diameter for the most intense X-ray emission covering about 80" or 7.25kpc for an assumed distance of 18.7 Mpc. This size suggests that a dwarf galaxy may be involved in a collision with NGC 1232. The long "tail" of the X-ray emission implies that the dwarf galaxy is passing through the hot halo of NGC 1232, creating a shock heated region in the halo. Such collisions visible only in X-rays may represent an increase in the estimated growth rate of large galaxies from galaxy mergers. The shape of the hot gas is quite different from the diffuse emission in other spirals, making it unlikely that this emission is due to star formation regions that often show soft X-ray emission, but with much smaller sizes (typically < 100pc) and which usually follow the pattern of the spiral arms. Figure 1a . The cloud superimposed on NGC 1232 with the X-ray point sources retained. Point sources are either white or green depending upon whether the source is superimposed on the galaxy or not. Purple is the optical image of the galaxy NGC1232 and its environs. The X-ray image has been smoothed using the tool csmooth. Figure 1b . The cloud superimposed on NGC 1232 with the point X-ray sources removed and the X-ray image smoothed using csmooth. The green sliver of an image to the lower left is a cluster of galaxies seen as an X-ray source at the edge of the frame. Without the point sources, the fainter X-ray emission can be enhanced to bring out more details.
Observations and Data Analysis
The observations reported here of NGC 1232 were made by the Chandra X-ray Observatory starting in 2008 and ending in 2010. The exact times are listed in Table 1 . The observations were made using the Advanced CCD Imaging Spectrometer imaging array (ACIS-I; Garmire et al. 2003) . The ACIS-I utilizes four front-illuminated CCDs arranged in a square pattern with small gaps between the CCDs. Each CCD utilizes 24 micron square pixels (0.492" on the sky) in a 1024 x 1024 array. The field of view of the ACIS-I array is 16'.9 x 16'.9. which is much larger than the 8' size of the galaxy. The CCDs were operated in the Very Faint mode, which telemeters the 5 x 5 pixel region around each event. This mode improves background rejection. The focal-plane temperature was held at -120 C during these observations, assuring stable operation of the CCDs.
The light curves of each observation were examined using the software program Event Browser in the Tools for ACIS Real-time Analysis (TARA; Broos et al. 2000) for possible background flaring that is sometimes observed during an exposure. No flares outside of statistics for a constant background were detected, making all of the data suitable for analysis. The analysis of the data employed the Chandra Interactive Analysis of Observations (CIAO) tools version 4.2. The point sources were identified using the CIAO tool wavdetect. The source regions were constructed using data from the telescope point spread function (PSF) and excluded from the image. Pixels inside the PSF were filled based on the local image intensity using the CIAO tool dmfilth. The DIST method was used to fill in the background, since the count rates were not sufficiently high to use the POISSON method. The image was binned by a factor of four to better search for extended diffuse emission. The image was filtered into several energy bands to search for diffuse emission at different temperatures. A cometary cloud feature, most apparent in the energy range 500 eV to 1000 eV, is shown in Figure 1 after running the CIAO tool csmooth over the data setting the minimum and maximum signal-to-noise between 3 and 5 for the FFT smoothing algorithm.
Discussion
The cloud probably represents a very large collisional event between a dwarf galaxy and the large spiral galaxy NGC 1232. An analysis of the X-ray spectrum of the event, which represents 274 photons in the extraction region above background, using the tool XSPEC (Arnaud 1996) gives a temperature of 5.8 MK assuming a Nonequilibrium Ionization (NEI) plasma model for the emission with 0.3 Solar cosmic abundance. The result is not sensitive to the abundance. Table 2 summarizes the spectral parameters of the X-ray emission. For the NEI model the nτ parameter is 2.2 x 10 11 s cm -3 indicating that the plasma is not in equilibrium, except the errors are large enough to include equilibrium at the upper end of the range. 0.40 a The value for the absorption in our galaxy. There were insufficient counts from the cloud to determine the N H accurately so it was fixed at the galactic value for the fit to the temperature and the flux. The Flux is between the energies 0.5 -2.0 keV. EI, the emission integral assumes the spherical cloud geometry, The region of the cloud enclosed in the red contour was selected for the spectral fit and is shown in Figure 2 , where several contours are displayed. This region contains the bulk of the counts and is a factor of greater than two above the background level. The shape of the cloud was visible in all three observations and Figure 2 represents the combined data from all of these. The CIAO tool merge_all was used to combine the data about a common RA and Dec. Figure 2 . The galaxy NGC 1232 with contours of X-ray emission overlaid (from the Digitized Sky Survey, 1994DSS…1…0000). The red contour is the extraction region for the spectral analysis. The inner green contour is set at a level of 5.7 x 10 -15 ergs cm -2 s -1 square arc minute -1 . Proceeding outward the next green contour is set at 4.0 x 10 -15 , the next at 2.6 x 10 -15 and the outer contour at 1.0 x 10 -15 . The black contour is the H II region that is seen to emit X-rays at a detectable level.
The neutral hydrogen in our galaxy in the direction of NGC 1232 is estimated to be 2 x 10 20 atoms cm -2 according to Colden 3 of the CIAO Proposal Tools and was fixed for the fits. There could be some additional absorption in the NGC 1232 environs, but there is no reliable way to estimate this and the fit to the spectrum is rather insensitive to the exact value in any case. The NEI spectrum obtained from the XSPEC tool is shown in Figure 3 with the parameters listed in Table 2 and the abundance set at 0.3 of the Solar value. This value is rather arbitrary, but the parameters are not very sensitive to variations in the abundance. Figure 2 fitted with an NEI model. The three colors of the data points correspond to the three observations listed in Table 1 ; black from ObsID 10720, Red from ObsID 10798 and green from ObsID 12153. The fit is a simultaneous fit to all three data sets. The parameters are listed in Table 2 .
The three dimensional geometry of the cloud is indeterminate, so that several possible configurations will be considered. First consider the case where the bright forward end of the cloud is approximately spherical. Taking the distance to NGC 1232 as 18.7 Mpc, the angular diameter of 80" implies a linear diameter of 7.25kpc. This large diameter implies a galactic sized event is in progress. If we assume that the emission is primarily thermal bremsstrahlung from a hot plasma as indicated by the spectral fit to the X-ray spectrum, then we can make an estimate of the amount of mass and energy involved in the hot plasma. The volume of the core of the cloud assuming a spherical geometry is 5.4 x 10 66 cm 3 and the luminosity is 3.7 x 10 38 ergs s -1 . Assuming that the density of the cloud is uniform leads to an upper limit to the electron density since the emission scales as N e 2 thereby generating more emission from high density regions and requiring less mass to create the same luminosity. This uniform density is 1.4x 10 -3 cm -3 which implies a total mass of hot gas for the cloud of 3 x 10 6 Solar masses and a thermal energy of 1.8 x 10 55 ergs. This mass is comparable to several dwarf galaxy masses in the Local Group of dwarf galaxies (M. Mateo 1998) If we assume that the cloud is interacting only through the collision with the disk of NGC 1232 in the form of a shock front, then we might take a more disk shaped region. The thickness of the disk is the most difficult parameter to estimate, but the reverse shock as in the case of a supernova remnant could be a parsec or more in thickness. If we take a parsec as a lower limit for the emission thickness, then the volume of the emission is 1.1 x 10 63 cm 3 . The luminosity is the same and the electron density is 9.7 x 10 -2 cm -3 . At this density the thermal energy of the cloud is 2.5 x 10 53 ergs and the mass of hot gas is 4.3 x 10 4 solar masses. These masses are consistent with the size of dwarf galaxies (Sargent & Lo, 1985; Mateo, 1996) , although the mass of stars in the cloud is unknown, but is probably at least an order of magnitude more than the hot gas. The lower mass for the disk shaped model is low for a dwarf galaxy, more like a globular star cluster, but the physical size of the distribution is much greater than that of a globular star cluster.
For either assumed geometry, the thermal energy of this event is quite large, being three to five orders of magnitude greater than a typical supernova remnant. The hot gas has a long radiative cooling time (~10 Myr to 620Myr) depending upon the geometry, implying that the disk of the galaxy should show an enhanced region of emission for at least one galactic rotation. The collision timescale is of the order of 50 Myr assuming that the dwarf galaxy is moving at about the escape velocity of NGC 1232. The adiabatic cooling time is likely to be shorter than the radiative cooling time, but without knowledge of the external pressure on the cloud, it is rather uncertain. The frequency of these collisions with dwarf galaxies is difficult to estimate, but it is unlikely to be any more frequent than once every Gyr otherwise most galaxies would show signs of collisions with dwarf galaxies. They do not show large, extended hot regions (see Tyler et al. 2004 ) except along arms in spiral galaxies. This being the case, supernovae and massive stellar winds still dominate the heating of the interstellar medium at this stage of galactic evolution. At earlier times, these collisions were probably much more frequent and contributed significantly to galaxy growth. Nevertheless, examining galaxies for large regions of hot gas may be a way to estimate the frequency of collisions with dwarf galaxies and how much such collisions contribute to galaxy growth and evolution in the current epoch.
This appears to be the first case of a dwarf galaxy-large galaxy collision that is visible only in the X-ray band. We have examined radio Bryant, 1999 and Condon 1987) , IR (Jarrett et al. 2003) and Hα (van Zee et al. 1998 and Garcia-Gomez & Athanassoula 1991) images and see no evidence of a disturbance in these bands associated with this collision. The mass of the dwarf galaxy is four orders of magnitude or more, less than the mass of NGC1232 making it unlikely that any substantial disturbance in the structure of NGC1232 would be detectable. In Figure 2 there is a collection of very bright stars at the head of the second-most outer contour. This region is defined by a black ellipse. These bright stars are associated with an X-ray enhancement that is extended (~8″) with an X-ray peak surface brightness of 5.2 x 10 -15 ergs cm -2 s -1 per square arc minute. This corresponds to a luminosity of 4.6 x 10 37 ergs s -1 for an assumed distance of 18.7Mpc. This luminosity is quite high for a large H II region. Even 30 Doradus, one of the largest with a diameter of 250 pc and the most luminous H II regions in the LMC only has a luminosity in X-rays of 3.1 x 10 37 ergs s -1 (Townsley et al. 2011 ). The implied size of the region is also very large for an HII region being about 1 kpc in diameter. This is much larger than any known HII region. It is also larger than any supernova remnant. Perhaps it is a large bubble carved out of the ISM by multiple supernovae and hot stellar winds. In our galaxy the Cygnus Superbubble approaches the scale of this feature, but falls short by an order of magnitude in luminosity and energy content (Cash et al. 1980) . The HII region is at the leading edge of the cloud, which could indicate that the shock wave has triggered star formation in this region.
High velocity H I clouds have been observed interacting with our galactic halo, much as this galaxy collision is interacting with NGC 1232's halo, to produce X-ray emission (Kerp et al. 1996) but on a much smaller scale. Bruns, Kerp and Pagels, 2001 observed Compact High Velocity Cloud (CHVC) 125+41-207 with a cometary appearance at a distance of about 130 kpcs, well out of the galactic plane. This appears to be a miniature version of the cloud colliding with NGC1232, but visible in the radio instead of the X-ray band. Modeling of collisions with HVCs by Tenorio-Tagle et al. 1987 indicates that temperatures of over 1 MK are attained even for collisions with relatively small clouds at modest velocities.
An alternative interpretation of this event is that it represents a very large region of hot gas in NGC 1232 that is off-set from the nuclear region. Several other galaxies exhibit hot gas extending along the arms of the galaxy such as M101 (Kuntz & Snowden, 2010) and NGC 2903 (Yukita et al. 2012) . Also see Tyler et al. 2004 , for a survey of 12 nearby spiral galaxies that are studied. It should be noted that none of these galaxies exhibit such a large region of X-ray emission. The X-ray emission in these galaxies is attributed to star formation resulting in subsequent supernova activity and massive hot stellar winds that have diffused out into the arm regions. Under this assumption, the thickness of the hot emitting region could be as much as 1 kpc, in which case the emitting volume is about 1.7 x 10 66 cm 3 , the average density, assuming uniform density, is 3 x10 -3 cm --3 , the energy content is 8 x 10 54 ergs and the mass of hot gas is 1.3 x 10 6 solar masses. The temperature of the hot gas in other galaxies is typically 2 -6 MK, not different from the hot gas in NGC1232. Such a large amount of energy would require nearly 10 5 SNR and/or O-stars to power this hot gas. The radiative cooling time for this gas is of the order of 280 Myr, however adiabatic expansion could provide a more rapid means of cooling the gas. With such a long cooling time it is possible to provide the energy to maintain the hot plasma, but differential rotation in the galaxy should smear out the plasma making the distribution more cylindrically symmetric about the center of the galaxy. The southern half of NGC 1232 shows no detectable X-ray emission above a 2σ upper limit of 3 x 10 -15 ergs cm -2 s -1 . There is no evidence in the radio or IR bands for absorption or excess gas that might mask X-ray emission from the southern half of NGC 1232. Even including the X-ray cloud, the total X-ray luminosity is about average for a spiral galaxy based on the Mid IR emission of 1.7 x 10 -11 ergs cm -2 s -1 (Sanders et al. 2003 and Tyler et al. 2004 ). The range of spiral galaxy IR luminosities is a factor of five in Figure 2 of Tyler et al. 2004 at the flux level of the cloud, but without the cloud, the remaining X-ray diffuse luminosity of NGC 1232 falls lower than any of the galaxies in the studies of Tyler et al. 2004 , although the 2σ upper limit puts NGC 1232 at the lower bound of the other spirals in the study.
Conclusions
The Chandra X-ray Observatory observations of the galaxy NGC1232 have revealed a cometary shaped cloud of hot (5.8MK) gas superimposed on the optical galaxy (Fig. 1) . The origin of this hot cloud is presumed to result from the passage of a dwarf galaxy through the halo of NGC 1232 and possibly by the collision of the dwarf galaxy with the gas disk of NGC 1232. Based on the X-ray spectral measurements and X-ray intensity some rough parameters of the hot gas may be derived. The result is that the hot cloud is emitting at a level of 3.7 x 10 38 ergs s -1 and has a mass of hot gas ranging between 4.3 x10 4 and 3 x10 6 solar masses depending upon the assumption of spherical or pancake geometry for the cloud. The masses of dwarf galaxies cover a wide range both of the gas content and the stellar content, but the parameters derived here for this cloud are consistent with the range of masses for dwarf galaxies. Such collisions are probably rare in the current epoch, because the cooling residue of these collisions, which should be visible in a substantial fraction of galaxies, is not observed. The alternative explanation that this feature is the result of a large number of supernovae and hot stellar winds is not supported by any optical, IR or radio features that are only on one side of the galaxy as is this cometary cloud.
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